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System-on-Chip (SoC) security is vital in designing trustworthy systems. Detecting and fixing a vulnerability in

the early stages is easier and cost-effective. Assertion-based verification is widely used for functional validation

of Register-Transfer Level (RTL) designs. Assertions can improve the controllability and observability that can

lead to faster error detection and localization. While assertions are widely used for functional validation of

RTL models, there is limited effort in applying assertions to detect SoC security vulnerabilities. Specifically, a

fundamental challenge in SoC security and trust validation is how to develop high-quality security assertions.

In this paper, we perform automated vulnerability analysis of RTL models to generate security assertions for

six classes of vulnerabilities. Experimental results show that the generated security assertions can detect a

wide variety of vulnerabilities. Our automated framework can drastically reduce the overall security validation

effort compared to the manual development of security assertions. Automated generation of security assertions

will enable assertion-based verification as one of the most promising pre-silicon security sign-off solutions.

CCS Concepts: • Hardware → Assertion checking; • Security and privacy → Security in hardware;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Security Assertion, Vulnerability Detection, Assertion-based Verification,

Hardware Security, Trust Verification

1 INTRODUCTION
Functional validation is widely acknowledged as a major bottleneck due to increasing System-

on-Chip (SoC) design complexity coupled with reduced time-to-market constraints. According to

the Wilson Research 2020 functional verification study [1], 51% of development time in hardware

designs were spent in verification. In spite of such extensive effort, only 32% of the systems can

achieve the first silicon success. As shown in Figure 1, the study also highlights that more than

50% designs utilized Assertion-based Verification (ABV) to address this fundamental bottleneck

in functional validation and there is a steady increase in the adoption of ABV over the years.

Functional assertions represent the important properties (behaviors) of a design that should be

correct. For example, in case of a two-input adder, we can write an assertion to check whether the

output is always equal to the summation of the two inputs. Assertions increase the observability of

a design. Assertions can also be used to improve the controllability of internal signals.

In recent years, SoC security has become a major concern due to the increasing integration of

Intellectual Property (IP) cores from potentially untrusted third-party vendors [2]. While functional

assertions are successful in capturing functional behaviors, they are not suitable for capturing secu-

rity vulnerabilities. Specifically, the functional assertions represent expected functional behaviors

whereas security assertions are supposed to capture unexpected security vulnerabilities [3]. One

of the major bottlenecks in assertion-based security validation is how to develop a set of security

assertions for a given design. Manual development of security assertions require designers with

in-depth security expertise. Most importantly, manual assertion development can be infeasible for

industrial SoC designs due to its inherent limitations such as ad-hoc nature, cumbersome, time-

consuming and error-prone. There are successful efforts for automated generation of functional

assertions [4] that are not designed to detect security vulnerabilities. While there is an early effort
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Fig. 1. ASIC functional verification trend [1].

in generating security assertions [5], it has limited applicability for only hardware Trojans. Clearly,

there is a need for developing efficient mechanisms for automated generation of security assertions

to cover a wide variety of security vulnerabilities. Automated generation of security assertions is

the key ingredient in making assertion-based verification as one of the most promising pre-silicon

security sign-off solutions.

1.1 Overview and Contributions
In this paper, we propose an automated security assertion generation framework for RTL models

using both static code analysis and execution trace analysis. Figure 2 shows our proposed framework

that consists of three major tasks. The first task performs vulnerability analysis of an SoC design

(RTLmodels) to identify a wide variety of potential vulnerabilities. Specifically, we consider six types

of vulnerabilities including malicious implants, information leakage, illegal states and transitions,

permissions and privileges, resource management, and buffer issues. The second task enables an

automated generation of security assertions to capture the potential vulnerabilities. The goal of the

third task is to perform assertion-based security validation. There are two possible outcomes of

the third task: (i) the generated assertion is not valid (modify the assertion generation) or (ii) the

generated assertion activated a vulnerability (SoC vulnerability should be fixed).

The focus of this paper is to analyze the RTL models to generate security assertions. Unless we

can formally verify the absence of all possible vulnerabilities, assertion-based security validation

provides the ability to check for vulnerabilities during execution. Therefore, the assertions at

pre-silicon level provides two opportunities: (i) runtime monitoring of security vulnerabilities, and

(ii) fixing the vulnerabilities in the early stages of the design. The generated security assertions

are primarily used for pre-silicon security verification. Once pre-silicon security sign-off is done,

these security assertions can be removed from the pre-silicon models. Also, these assertions can be

synthesized as runtime checkers for post-silicon validation. Due to hardware overhead (e.g., area

and power) constraints, it may not be feasible to synthesize all the security assertions generated by

our framework. We can utilize existing assertion synthesis methods to explore trade-off between

the hardware overhead and post-silicon security coverage [6] by focusing on assertions that are

most relevant for post-silicon debug [7]. Moreover, our approach can be extended to accommodate

scenarios when RTL (source code) is not available. Similar to the scenario when verification

engineers write test cases based on architectural specification (even before RTL is ready) to cover

expected functional scenarios, we can produce security assertions based on unexpected scenarios.

For example, irrespective of the implementation, “request→ acknowledgment” should hold if the

design has a handshaking protocol. Of course, this assumes that we have information about the

expected (unexpected) behaviors from the specification. If the model is executable, we can generate

assertions from the execution traces using the methodology outlined in [8]. Once we have the
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assertions, we can run them concurrently with the black-box IPs provided by the third-party

vendors. This may limit the types of assertion variables (e.g., only input/output variables of the IPs).
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed assertion generation framework that consists of three major tasks: vulnera-
bility analysis, assertion generation and validation of assertions.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed approach is the first attempt in automated generation

of security assertions for a wide variety of SoC vulnerabilities. Specifically, this paper makes the

following major contributions:

(1) We propose vulnerability analysis for six classes of SoC vulnerabilities using both static code

analysis and execution trace analysis.

(2) We implement efficient algorithms for automated generation of security assertions.

(3) We perform assertion-based security validation of RTL models to demonstrate that the

generated security assertions can detect a wide variety of security vulnerabilities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related efforts. Section 3

describes the threat model. Section 4 presents an overview of the proposed methodology. Section 5 –

10 describe the automated assertion generation for six classes of vulnerabilities. Section 11 presents

the experimental results. Finally, Section 12 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
This section surveys the related efforts in three broad categories to highlight the need for the

proposed work.

2.1 Automated Generation of Assertions
There are many promising efforts [8–17] for automated generation of assertions that can be broadly

divided into two categories. The methods in the first category rely on static analysis of RTL models

to generate functional assertions [16, 17]. Schema-driven assertion generation [16] is an early

attempt to automate assertions using static analysis and schema or template-based libraries. The

authors in [17] statically analyze the syntax and extract the properties. The methods in the second
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category perform dynamic analysis of simulation traces to generate functional assertions [4, 18, 19].

The tool IODINE [20] utilizes dynamic analysis to extract design properties such as state transitions

and request signal pairs from simulation traces. GoldMine [4, 21] uses both dynamic analysis and

data mining to mine complex assertions for a RTL design. GoldMine can generate both propositional

and temporal assertions. A-TEAM [8] uses execution trace analysis for assertion generation and

uses decision tree based techniques to mine functional assertions. The DOVE framework relies

on the symbolic simulation of the firmware to search for corner cases in its computational paths

to generate a compact set of assertions representing these paths [9]. The work presented in [13]

uses data mining approaches to analyse the execution traces and extract assertions. Some of the

approaches use both static and dynamic analysis. The authors in [14] use a system level approach

that works on non-Boolean data types as well. There are also efforts for automated re-use of RTL

assertions for validation of TLM models [11]. There is a recent effort for generating assertions

to detect hardware Trojans [5]. The authors in [15] use execution trace provided by mutation

testing to mine assertions for don’t care condition exploitation of hardware Trojans. Our proposed

framework is applicable for generating a wide variety of security assertions.

2.2 Assertion-based Verification
Assertions are used for both pre-silicon and post-silicon SoC validation [22]. Pre-silicon assertion-

based validation is preferred since it is less expensive to capture bugs in the early stages of the

design. Moreover, post-silicon validation faces inherent observability limitations. In the pre-silicon

stage, there are two ways to validate the assertions. The approaches in the first category perform

simulation-based validation of the design using different test vectors to activate assertions [23–26].

The approaches in the second category utilize formal methods (such as model checking) to prove

if the assertions are valid [27, 28]. For post-silicon validation, the assertions are synthesised as

checkers to monitor the respective functional behaviors during post-silicon debug [29–31]. All of

these methods deal with functional assertions. While there are recent efforts in defining security

assertions [3] as well as generating test patterns for activating them [32], there are no existing

efforts in automated generation of security assertions.

2.3 Integration of Assertions in RTL Models
There are two types of assertions: immediate assertions and concurrent assertions. Immediate

assertions enable checking a property when the control reaches an exact location in the code during

simulation whereas concurrent assertions are checked in each clock cycle to verify the behavior.

Note that the immediate assertions can be converted to concurrent assertions by modifying the

antecedent. There are two types of approaches to define assertions: library-based and language-

based. In library-based approach (e.g., Accellera Open Verification Library (OVL) [33]), assertion

support is added to the existing languages. In contrast, the syntax of the language is used to

write assertions in language-based approaches. Property Specification Language (PSL) [34] and

System Verilog Assertions (SVA) [35] are examples of language-based approaches. Our framework

supports both PSL and SVA assertions. Our framework also supports both immediate and concurrent

assertions.

3 THREAT MODEL
There are a wide variety of SoC related security vulnerabilities. In this paper, we consider six

classes of vulnerabilities: malicious implants, information leakage, illegal states and transitions,

permissions and privileges, resource management, and buffer issues. These vulnerabilities can

get introduced in various stages during the design cycle [36] - high-level specification, RTL im-

plementation, synthesis (e.g., gate-level netlist), layout, fabrication, post-silicon debug, or in-field
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deployment. These vulnerabilities can be intentional (malicious) or unintentional. For example,

malicious implants or backdoors can be introduced by a rogue designer or untrusted third-party

tools. Similarly, a designer mistake (e.g., incorrect branch condition) or buggy tools (e.g., unspeci-

fied states or illegal transitions) can create a vulnerability that can be exploited by an attacker for

information leakage or unprivileged access to security assets.

3.1 Malicious Implants
Insertion of malicious code into the original code is referred as code injection in the software

community. A similar concept is also applicable for hardware designs and popularly known as

hardware Trojans. Untrusted third-party vendors, during the process of fabrication, or even a

buggy design tool can cause insertion of hardware Trojans. These Trojans are hard to detect due to

their stealthy trigger conditions, and they can be activated by specific input patterns. Unintended

consequences such as information leakage can occur as a result of hardware Trojans. An attacker

is likely to insert malicious implants in the hard-to-detect and rare-to-activate areas in the design

such that the hardware Trojans can stay hidden during traditional validation.

3.2 Information Leakage
Modern SoCs support a variety of processes with different security levels on one physical system.

A process should not leak secure information, such as a cryptographic key, into another process.

Some systems, like ARM TrustZone [37], partition processes into separate trusted and untrusted

environments. Another approach is to directly track the flow of information at the hardware level

[38]. We need to identify and eliminate channels implicitly leaking secure information.

3.3 Illegal States and Transitions
Finite state machines are used to describe the expected behavior of an SoC in the RTL description.

Functional validation covers all the expected and valid transitions in the FSM. However, there

can be undefined states and transitions. Illegal states and transitions can facilitate attackers to get

access to protected states and compromise the operation of the system [39]. It is important to find

all possible undefined states to generate assertions to alarm invalid states and transitions.

3.4 Permissions and Privileges
Access control is used to grant permission for different privilege levels separately. As an example,

the ARM7 processor comprises seven different privilege levels such as user mode, interrupt mode,

and supervisor mode. Changing between these privilege levels requires permission grants by

different trigger conditions which are defined by the access control system. It is essential to validate

the permission grant conditions before changing the user levels. Otherwise, attackers can get access

to the superuser level in an unauthorized way.

3.5 Resource Management
SoC utilizes diverse resources for various purposes. For example, a JTAG port allows a user to

dump various internal structure during offline debug. Similarly, embedded trace buffers enable the

recording of important signals (events) during execution. Attackers can misuse these resources

to get access to the SoC and dump sensitive information using JTAG. Therefore, it is essential to

verify the behavior and access policies of such resources and implement safeguards. For example,

JTAG should not be enabled during normal execution (only during offline debug).
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3.6 Buffer Issues
Buffers are commonly used in modern SoC designs to store data during communication between

various components. Based on the complexity of the design, it may support advanced features (e.g.,

out-of-order and speculative execution) as well as a large number of heterogeneous buffers. Due to

the complexity and unique implementation requirements of the buffers, a significant validation

effort is needed to detect any hidden flaws. For example, in a single port buffer both wr_en and

rd_en should not be enabled at the same time.

4 OVERVIEW
Figure 3 presents an overview of our proposed security assertion generation framework for six

classes of vulnerabilities outlined in Section 3. The basic idea is to perform either static (structural)

or dynamic (simulation) analysis of the SoC design (RTL models) and automatically generate

security assertions for the potential vulnerabilities. For example, Algorithm 1 (Section 5) performs

rareness analysis based on dynamic execution (simulation) and generates security assertions related

to malicious implants. Similarly, Algorithm 2 (Section 6) performs static flow analysis of RTL

models and generates information leakage related security vulnerabilities to capture potential flow

violations. Section 7 (Algorithm 3) describes FSM analysis for automated generation of security

assertions for illegal states and transitions. Section 8 (Algorithm 4) describes the generation of

permission/privilege related security assertions based on access violation analysis of RTL models.

Similarly, Algorithm 5 (Section 9) performs resource analysis to enable automated generation of

resource-related security assertions. Finally, Section 10 (Algorithm 6) presents buffer analysis fol-

lowed by generation of security assertions related to buffer issues in RTL models. The effectiveness

of the generated security assertions is evaluated in Section 11.
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Fig. 3. Overview of automated security assertion generation for six classes of SoC security vulnerabilities.

5 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR MALICIOUS IMPLANTS
As outlined in Section 3, attackers are likely to construct hard-to-detect trigger conditions using

rare events. Therefore, the first step would be to identify the rare nodes of a RTL design. These

rare nodes are likely candidates for Trojan triggers. Therefore, if we monitor such rare nodes or

associated triggers using security assertions, we will be able to detect malicious implants. In other

words, if any of the suspicious rare triggers get activated, security assertions will fail and the

designer can check the validity of the potential threat. Figure 4 shows an overview of assertion

generation. This section is organized as follows. First, we define few terms used in the assertion

generation for malicious implants. Next, we propose our assertion generation algorithm. Finally,

we perform complexity analysis.

Definition 1:Given a finite sequence of time steps < 𝑡1, . . . , 𝑡𝑚 > and a set of signals < 𝑆1, 𝑆2, · · · >,
an Execution Trace (𝐸) is a sequence of tuples (𝑡𝑘 , < 𝑆𝑘

1
, ...., 𝑆𝑘𝑖 , .... >) where 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 (total

execution time) and 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ number of all signals. 𝑆𝑘𝑖 is the value of signal 𝑆𝑖 at time step 𝑡𝑘 . □
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Definition 2: Let 𝑆𝑘𝑖 be a 𝑥 bit signal in the design such that 𝑆𝑘𝑖 =< 𝑠𝑘𝑖,1, ..., 𝑠
𝑘
𝑖,𝑗 , ..., 𝑠

𝑘
𝑖,𝑥 >, where 𝑠𝑘𝑖,𝑗

is the value of 𝑗𝑡ℎ bit of 𝑆𝑖 at time step 𝑘 and 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑥 . □

Definition 3: Let 𝑟 be a real-valued rareness threshold such that 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1. □

Definition 4: Let 𝑓𝑖 𝑗 (𝑡) : 𝑅+ −→ {0,1} be a function expressing the Boolean value of 𝑠𝑘𝑖,𝑗 for any

time step (𝑡 ). The probability of 𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 being 1 can be expressed as shown in Equation 1. Then the

probability of 𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 being 0 can be expressed as shown in Equation 2. □

𝑃 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 = 1) = 1

𝑚

𝑚∑︁
𝑡=1

𝑓𝑖 𝑗 (𝑡) (1)

𝑃 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 = 0) = 1 − 𝑃 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 = 1) (2)

Definition 5: A signal (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 ) can be termed as a rare node for value 1 (or value 0) if 𝑃 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 = 1) ≤ 𝑟

(or 𝑃 (𝑠𝑖, 𝑗 = 0) ≤ 𝑟 ).

Definition 6: A trigger condition of size 𝑛 is the output of a Boolean AND operation on 𝑛 rare

signals. If there are 𝑁 rare signals, there are

(
𝑁
𝑛

)
possible trigger conditions of size 𝑛. If we allow any

trigger sizes up to (including 𝑛), the number of possible trigger conditions would be

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

(
𝑁
𝑛

)
. □
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Rareness 
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Filter rare nodes 
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Fig. 4. Generation of security assertions for malicious implants based on rare nodes and trigger conditions.
5.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 outlines the security assertion generation procedure for malicious implants. It consists

of three major phases: random simulation, trace analysis for identification of rare nodes, and

construction of security assertions. First, the design is simulated using millions of random tests.

Next, the execution trace is analyzed to identify the rare nodes based on the rareness threshold (𝑟 ).

Finally, the selected rare nodes are used to construct security assertions based on the number of

rare triggers (𝑛).

Algorithm 1 Assertion Generation for Malicious Implants

Input: Design 𝐷 , RareThreshold 𝑟 , NumberOfTriggers 𝑛.

Output: SecurityAssertions 𝐴.
1: function Assertion Generation(𝐷, 𝑟, 𝑛)

2: ExecutionTrace 𝐸 ← RandomSimulation(𝐷)

3: 𝐴, 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝑅𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← ∅
4: 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← ExtractNodes(𝐸)

5: for 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 in 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 do
6: if 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒.𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝑟 then
7: 𝑅𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑅𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ∪ 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
8: 𝐴← ConstructAssertions(𝑅𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 , 𝑛)

9: return 𝐴

The rareness of a signal is calculated by dividing the number of occurrences for a specific signal

value by the total number of execution cycles as shown in Equation 1. Specifically, our rareness
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analysis consists of four major steps (Line 2-7 in Algorithm 1). First, we flatten the design preserving

the instance names and signal names. Next, we simulate the design for the pipeline depth of the

design (and repeat it for multiple times using thousands of random test patters). Then, we analyze

each signal in the Value Change Dump (VCD) to compute how many times each specific signal

obtained the value ‘1’ or ‘0’. Finally, we select the (signal, value) pairs that have appeared in the

simulation less than the “rareness threshold" for a specific value. For example, consider a one bit

signal 𝑆 which can have either value 1 or 0. Assume that the simulation traces exhibit the fact that 𝑆

has a value 1 for 92% of the time (i.e., value 0 only for 8% of the time). The “signal 𝑆 for value 0" (𝑆 ,0)

will be treated as a rare signal if the “rareness threshold" is 0.1 (i.e., 10%). In this case (𝑆 , 1) will be

treated as a non-rare instance of the signal. While rareness analysis can be performed at different

granularity (e.g., bit-level versus word-level), we have performed bit-level rareness analysis.

Listing 1. Generic template for malicious implants with 𝑁 rare nodes

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! RARE_1 & ! RARE_2 & . . . & ! RARE_N ) ;

Random simulation has the advantage of activating easy-to-detect scenarios. Therefore, we run

a large number of random simulations (in the order of thousands to millions) to different rare and

non-rare signals. Suppose there is a one bit Trojan trigger 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔, which never gets activated during

random simulation (i.e 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔 is always 0). With the execution trace analysis, we can identify that

𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔 being 1 is an extremely rare case. A designer needs to carefully decide the rareness threshold

since it presents a trade-off between the ability to detect potential Trojans and the number of rare

nodes and corresponding assertions. A large threshold can lead to many rare nodes and a large

number of assertions. While a small threshold can lead to a small set of rare nodes, the respective

assertions may not be able to capture some potential Trojans.

Listing 2. Combination of rare triggers for n=3

Rare Nodes = {A , B , C }

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! A ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! B ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! C ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! A & ! B ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! A & !C ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! B & !C ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! A & ! B & !C ) ;

Once rare nodes are identified, the next step considers a set of rare trigger conditions to construct

the security assertions. Listing 1 shows the generic template for specifying assertions related to

malicious implants. The template uses the negation of the rare node values. Therefore, if any of

the rare nodes gets activated, the assertion will fail. An important consideration is to decide the

number of nodes in the trigger and respective combinations since it presents a trade-off between

the ability to detect potential Trojans and the number of security assertions. A large 𝑛 can lead to

an exponential number of assertions. While a small 𝑛 can lead to a reasonable number of assertions,

the respective assertions may not be able to capture some potential Trojans. Listing 2 shows

an illustrative example of using the template in Listing 1 for capturing malicious implants with

combinational rare triggers. The listing considers three rare nodes and all possible combinations

(three one-node trigger, three 2-node triggers and one three 3-node trigger) for 𝑛 ≤ 3. There are

many alternatives to trade-off between threshold and the number of assertions. For example, we

can select a lower rareness threshold to allow a larger set of rare signals, but we can reduce the

trigger size to control the number of assertions. For example, we can have 5 rare nodes, but limit

the trigger size of 2 (five one-node trigger, and 10 2-node triggers).
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5.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 1 consists of three important phases: random simulation, trace analysis and assertion

generation. Therefore, the time complexity is bounded by 𝑂 (𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝑂 (𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 )
+ 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). Since test generation time is negligible compared to simulation time for

larger designs, the first phase is bounded by the time taken for millions of random simulation

(𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). The trace analysis time, 𝑂 (𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 ), is expected to be comparable to the

simulation time since it is linearly related to 𝑠 ×𝑂 (𝑣) × 𝑐 , where 𝑠 is the number of simulations,

𝑐 is the number of simulated cycles and 𝑣 is the number of variables in the design. The assertion

generation time, 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), is the time required to construct the required number of

combinations based on trigger size (𝑛). While it can be exponential based on trigger size (𝑛), it is

negligible in practice since an attacker is likely to use a small trigger to avoid detection. Typically,

𝑛 is assumed to be less than 16 for million-gate designs. Overall, the runtime of the algorithm

is bounded by the simulation time, which is in the order of seconds for small RTL models. The

memory requirement is bounded by the size to store the results of random simulation (𝑠 ×𝑂 (𝑛) ×𝑐).
The memory complexity can be improved to𝑂 (𝑣) by considering the fact that we can maintain one

data structure of all the variables and process one simulation at a time for rareness computation.

6 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR INFORMATION LEAKAGE
In this section, we consider assertion generation to cover possible scenarios for information leakage.

The objective is to ensure that the design assets should not be propagated to any insecure/public

outputs of the design. We utilize tagging and taint analysis to identify such leaky paths as outlined in

Figure 5. This section is organized as follows. First, we propose our assertion generation algorithm.

Next, we perform complexity analysis.

Extract the Assets Tags and
Output Tags

Security Assertions

Design
Assets

Information Leakage Assertion:
(Secure Tag |-> ! Output Tag)

Tag the 
Design

Fig. 5. Generation of security assertions for information leakage. Leaky path identification uses tagging and
taint analysis.

6.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 2 outlines the major steps of our proposed assertion generation procedure. It accepts

the design and secure assets as inputs and produces security assertions. The first step of our

algorithm is to tag the design for taint analysis. Our tagging implementation relies on existing

works on taint analysis in [40]. Tagging paradigms vary in accuracy based on two distinct attributes:

explicit/implicit and precise/imprecise. Explicit tagging tracks information exclusively in the data

flow, while implicit tagging further includes information flow in the control flow. At the gate-level,

these two flow types are indistinguishable as all information flow can be expressed as data flow

between gates. However, the distinction exists at the RTL level [41]. Precise tagging computes the

taint of a variable strictly according to the definition of information flow: information is leaked

only if a change in a secure input can cause a change in the value of the variable. Imprecise tagging

assumes that information is leaked if any of the input to the variable is secure, regardless of their

value. Listing 3 and 5 show the examples of implicit imprecise and explicit imprecise tagging,

respectively. Note that the original design had only three variables (𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐). The other three

variables (a_t, b_t and c_t) and associated two assignments are introduced during tagging.
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Algorithm 2 Assertion Generation for Information Leakage

Input: Design 𝐷 , Assets 𝑎.

Output: SecurityAssertions 𝐴.
1: function Assertion Generation(𝐷, 𝑎)

2: 𝐴← ∅
3: 𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 ← GenerateParseTree(𝐷)

4: 𝐷𝑡𝑎𝑔 ← TagDesign(𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 )

5: 𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 ← ExtractSecureTags(𝑎, 𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 )

6: 𝑜𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 ← ExtractOutputTags(𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 )

7: for 𝑖 in 𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 do
8: for 𝑗 in 𝑜𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 do
9: 𝐴← 𝐴∪ assert property (𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠𝑖 |=> !𝑜𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 𝑗 )

10: return 𝐴

The tagging variables (e.g., a_t for signal 𝑎) are widely used to analyze control or data flow during

simulation to understand if the value in a specific variable (e.g., secret asset) can flow to another

variable (e.g., primary output). In Listing 3, implicit tagging is presented where the information

in the control flow is considered for tagging. For example in line 5, the assignment for the signal

𝑐 depends not only on signal 𝑏 but also on signal 𝑎 in the ‘if’ condition in line 4. Therefore, we

can represent the equivalent information flow for reg 𝑐 using 𝑐_𝑡 <= 𝑎_𝑡 |𝑏_𝑡 (line 6). In contrast,

Listing 5 considers explicit tagging to analyze data flow information. For example in line 5, the

assignment for the signal 𝑐 depends on reg 𝑏 according to the data flow. Therefor, we can represent

the equivalent information flow for signal 𝑐 using 𝑐_𝑡 <= 𝑏_𝑡 (line 6).

Listing 3. Example of taint logic for implicit imprecise tagging

1 . reg a , b , c ;

2 . reg a_t , b_t , c _ t ;

3 . always ( @posedge c l k ) begin
4 . i f ( a )

5 . c <= b ;

6 . c _ t <= a_ t | b_ t ;

7 . e l se
8 . c <= 0 ;

9 . c _ t <= a_ t ;

1 0 . end

For the tagging logic, we have utilized an implicit and imprecise paradigm wherein any input

to a variable being tainted implies the variable is tainted. Specifically, for a variable, 𝑣 , expressed

as an original logic function, 𝑓 , the taint, 𝑣𝑡 , is the disjunction of the taints of all the inputs to the

original logic function: 𝑣 = 𝑓 (𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛) =⇒ 𝑣𝑡 =
∑𝑛

𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖𝑡 , where 𝑎𝑖𝑡 is the taint of 𝑎𝑖 , the

taint of a variable 𝑥 is 𝑥𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}, and + is the disjunction operation. To adapt it to the RTL level,

each assignment operation in the design had an additional tagging assignment added in the same

branch. The set of inputs 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛} was assumed to consist of variables on the right-hand

side of the assignment operation and all signals within the branch predicates leading to the current

branch. The clock and reset signals were assumed to be untainted.

Listing 4. Generic template for information leakage

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( SECURE_TAG |= > !OUTPUT_TAG ) ;
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Once we get the tagged design based on the assets, we construct a list of secure tags (𝑠𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠) and

non-secure (output) tags (𝑜𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠). The generation of security assertions are based on considering

the possible combinations between all secure and non-secure (output) tags using the template as

shown in Listing 4. Note that a structural analysis of the design will be able to show the possible

paths, however, activation of such an assertion during execution guarantees that there is definite

information leakage.

Listing 5. Example of taint logic for explicit imprecise tagging

1 . reg a , b , c ;

2 . reg a_t , b_t , c _ t ;

3 . always ( @posedge c l k ) begin
4 . i f ( a )

5 . c <= b ;

6 . c _ t <= b_ t ;

7 . e l se
8 . c <= 0 ;

9 . c _ t <= 0 ;

1 0 . end

Listing 6 shows an illustrative example of information leakage. In this example, register 𝑠 is a

secure asset and register 𝑏 is an insecure output node. As shown in line 4, the instrumented design

will contain tags for all the nodes. In line 7, secure asset 𝑠 is assigned to a 𝑎, and then in line 10, 𝑎

is assigned to 𝑏. This leads to a leaky path from secure asset 𝑠 to non-secure output 𝑏. To detect

information leakage from the secure variable 𝑠 to non-secure (output) variable 𝑏, we need to check

if the corresponding tags (𝑠_𝑡 and 𝑏_𝑡 , respectively) match as shown in Listing 7.

Listing 6. Example of information leakage

1 . reg s \ \ S ecure Asse t

2 . reg a

3 . reg b \ \ I n s e c u r e Node

4 . reg s_ t , a_t , b_ t \ \ Tags

5 . always ( @posedge c l k ) begin
6 . . . . . . . . . .

7 . a = s

8 . a _ t = s _ t \ \ Tagging s t a t emen t

9 . . . . . . . . . . .

1 0 . b = a

1 1 . b_ t = a_ t \ \ Tagging s t a t emen t

1 2 . end

Listing 7. An illustrative example of using the template in Listing 4 for capturing information leakage for the
Listing 6

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( s _ t |= > ! b_ t ) ;

6.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 2 consists of three important phases: tagging the design, extract asset/output tags using

static analysis, and assertion generation. Therefore, the time complexity is bounded by 𝑂 (𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔)
+ 𝑂 (𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠 ) + 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). For the first phase, we traverse the abstract syntax tree
after parsing to tag the design. The vertices and edges in the tree depend on the lines of code (𝑙)

in the design. Hence the 𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 is linear to 𝑂 (𝑙). When traversing through the syntax tree in the

first phase, we store the variables and the associated tags in a hash table. Therefore, the 𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑔𝑠
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will take constant time for extracting assets/tags. Assertion generation time (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

is effectively the time to construct the assertions for all possible combinations of the secure tags

(assets) and non-secure tags (public outputs). Given that the number of assets is likely to be a small

number of variables (constant complexity), 𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 will be bounded by 𝑂 (𝑣), where 𝑣 is
the number of variables in the design. Typically, the number of variables are linearly related to the

design size (number of lines of code). Overall, the runtime of the algorithm is bounded by 𝑂 (𝑙).
Similarly, the memory requirement is bounded by the size to store the hash table for tags, which is

bounded by 𝑂 (𝑙).

7 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR ILLEGAL STATES AND TRANSITIONS
Figure 6 shows an overview of our assertion generation framework for illegal states and transitions.

The basic idea is to extract the finite-state machine (FSM) from the design and identify illegal states

and transitions to construct security assertions. Functional validation typically checks the valid

transitions in an FSM. In this section, our focus is on vulnerabilities related to illegal transitions

between legal states or potential (illegal) transitions from unspecified (don’t care) states.

Extract FSM Calculate
Unspecified States

Security Assertions

Design
Protected States

Calculate
Unauthorized states
for Protected states

Unspec & Unauth
States

Illegal State and Transition Assertions:
(Unspec_state |=> !Protected_state)
(Unauth_state |=> !Protected_state)

Fig. 6. Generation of security assertions for illegal state and transition related security vulnerabilities.

There can be different types of states as shown in Figure 7:

(1) Protected State (𝑆11): This state has valuable information (asset). For example, 𝑆11 has been

identified as a protected state by the designer.

(2) Authorized State (𝑆10): A protected state can be accessed only from an authorized state (e.g., a

state for checking a password).

(3) Unspecified State (𝑆00): These don’t care states are likely created during synthesis. These

states can be exploited as a backdoor to capture assets.

(4) Unauthorized State (𝑆01) : Even though this state is defined properly, there cannot be any

transition from an unauthorized state to a protected state.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, we propose our assertion generation

algorithm. Next, we perform complexity analysis.

7.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 3 outlines the major steps. We first extract the FSM from the RTL models. Then identify

which states are unspecified and unauthorized. In this paper, we will use the term illegal states to

refer to both unspecified and unauthorized states. Next, we generate assertions using the template

as shown in Listing 8. The assertion should monitor any illegal transitions between illegal states to

protected states. Algorithm 3 does not create any assertions for illegal states. Rather, it analyzes

the design to identify the illegal states, and constructs assertions for illegal transitions such as a

transition from an unspecified state to a protected state. It is reasonable to have an unspecified state,

however, it is a vulnerability for an unspecified state trying to make a transition to a protected

state.
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Fig. 7. FSM with four different types of states

Listing 8. Generic template for illegal states and transitions

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ILLEGAL_SATE |= > ! PROTECTED_STATE ) ;

Listing 9 shows an illustrative example of using the template in Listing 8 for capturing illegal

transitions for the FSM presented in Figure 7 . In the FSM, 𝑆11 is a protected state and both 𝑆00 and

𝑆01 are illegal states. The assertions shown in Listing 9 will fail, if any transition happens from any

of the illegal states (𝑆00 and 𝑆01) to the protected state (𝑆11).

Listing 9. An illustrative example of using the template in Listing 8 for capturing illegal transitions for the
FSM presented in Figure 7

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( S_00 |= > ! S_11 ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( S_01 |= > ! S_11 ) ;

Algorithm 3 Assertion Generation for Illegal Transitions

Input: Design 𝐷 , Protected State 𝑝𝑆 , Authorized States 𝑎𝑆 .

Output: SecurityAssertions 𝐴.
1: function Assertion Generation(𝐷, 𝑝𝑆, 𝑎𝑆)

2: 𝐴← ∅
3: 𝑓 𝑠𝑚 ← ExtractFSM(𝐷)

4: 𝑖𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ← GetIllegalStates(𝑓 𝑠𝑚, 𝑝𝑆, 𝑎𝑆)

5: for 𝑖 in 𝑖𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 do
6: for 𝑗 in 𝑝𝑆 do
7: 𝐴← 𝐴∪ assert property (𝑖𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑖 |=> !𝑝𝑆 𝑗 )

8: return 𝐴

7.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 3 consists of three important phases: extract FSM based on static analysis, generate

the list of illegal states, and assertion generation. Therefore, the time complexity is bounded

by 𝑂 (𝑡𝐹𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝑂 (𝑡𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ) + 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). The first phase is bounded by the

number of lines of the code (𝑂 (𝑙)). The second phase is bounded by𝑂 (𝑓 ), where 𝑓 is the number of
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states in the FSM. Assertion generation time (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) is effectively the time to construct

the assertions for all possible illegal transitions. So 𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 will be bounded by 𝑂 (𝑓 2).
Overall, the runtime of the algorithm is bounded by the FSM complexity (𝑂 (𝑓 2)). Considering the

fact that the number of protected states are expected to be a small number, the time complexity

would be𝑂 (𝑓 ), which is linearly related to the design complexity (𝑂 (𝑙)). The memory requirement

is bounded by the size to store the FSM (𝑂 (𝑓 2)).

8 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR PERMISSIONS AND PRIVILEGES
In this section, we generate security assertions to ensure that assets should not be accessed without

appropriate permissions and privileges. Figure 8 shows an overview of the assertion generation

framework. This section is organized as follows. First, we propose our assertion generation algo-

rithm. Next, we perform complexity analysis.

Extract FSM

Security Assertions

Design
Protected States
Rules

Protected States

Permission  and Privileges Assertions:

(Auth_state & !Rule |=> !Protected_state)

Fig. 8. Generation of security assertions for permission and privileges related security vulnerabilities

8.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 4 shows two major steps: FSM extraction and assertion generation. It assumes that the

designer will specify the protected states as well as the authorized states with specific permissions

(rules) to transition to protected states. It is a usual practice today to expect the designers to provide

information about security assets (e.g., encryption key) for vulnerability analysis. It is possible to

figure out the protected states by observing the states that manipulate assets. Once we identify

the protected states, it is possible to identify the authorized states by observing the states that are

making transitions to the protected states. Unfortunately, such a derivation is fundamentally flawed

since it will miss the vulnerability in the design (e.g., an unauthorized state will be treated as an

authorized state simply because it has a transition, which should not be there in the first place). In

other words, it is expected that a designer provides this information based on the specification (or

double check the information derived from the implementation).

Listing 10. Generic template for permission and privileges

a s s e r t p r ope r t y (AUTHORIZED_SATE & RULE |= > ! PROTECTED_STATE ) ;

We assume that there is a one-to-one mapping between the number of authorized states and

the number of rules since there would be one unique transition. For each authorized state and

associated transition rule, we can generate a security assertion based on a template as shown

in Listing 10. By using this template, we ensure that the transition to the protected state is only

possible from the authorized state when the necessary permission (rule) is true.All the invalid

transitions to the protected states are covered under Section 7.

Consider the example FSM in Figure 7. The inputs for the Algorithm 4 will be protected state

(𝑆11), authorized state (𝑆10) and the rule (𝑎 == 1). Listing 11 shows an illustrative example of using

the template in Listing 10 for capturing permission and privilege for these inputs. The assertion
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shown in the listing ensures that a transition between 𝑆10 and 𝑆11 is only possible when the value

of 𝑎 is 1.

Algorithm 4 Assertion Generation for Permissions and Privileges

Input: Design 𝐷 , Protected States 𝑝𝑠 , Authorized States 𝑎𝑠 , Permissions 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒 .

Output: SecurityAssertions {𝑝}.
1: function Assertion Generation(𝐷, 𝑝𝑠, 𝑎𝑠, 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒)

2: 𝐴← ∅
3: 𝑓 𝑠𝑚 ← ExtractFSM(𝐷)

4: for 𝑖 in 𝑎𝑠 do
5: for 𝑗 in 𝑝𝑠 do
6: if 𝑎𝑠𝑖 has a transition to 𝑝𝑠 𝑗 using 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑖 then
7: 𝐴← 𝐴∪ assert property (𝑎𝑠𝑖 & ! 𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑖 |=> ! 𝑝𝑠 𝑗 )

8: return 𝐴

Listing 11. An illustrative example of using the template in Listing 10 for capturing permission and privileges
for the FSM presented in Figure 7

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ( s_10 & ! ( a ==1 ) ) |= > ! s_11 ) ;

8.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 4 consists of two important phases: FSM extraction and assertion generation. Therefore,

the time complexity is bounded by𝑂 (𝑡𝐹𝑆𝑀𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). First phase is bounded
by the number of lines of the code (𝑂 (𝑙)). Assertion generation time will be bound by the number

of authorized states as well as protected states provided by the user (𝑂 (𝑓 2)), where 𝑓 is the number

of states in the FSM. Considering the fact that the number of valid transitions between authorized

and protected states tends to be a small number, the overall run-time of the algorithm is bounded

by the FSM extraction time (𝑂 (𝑙)). The memory requirement is bounded by the size to store the

FSM (𝑂 (𝑓 2)).

9 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Figure 9 shows an overview of security assertion generation for resource management related

vulnerabilities. Securing the resources that may interface with external devices/tools from attackers

is the primary objective here. This section is organized as follows. First, we propose our assertion

generation algorithm. Next, we perform complexity analysis.

Fig. 9. Generation of security assertions for resource management related security vulnerabilities
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9.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 5 shows the major steps of our assertion generation framework. It assumes that the user

will provide the resource enable logic (e.g., in case of JTAG, JTAG enable logic) and the output port

of the resources under consideration. The algorithm will traverse the design to find the resource

output port. Next, the assertions will be generated using the template presented in Listing 12.

Finally they will be added at the relevant place in the RTL description.

Listing 12. Generic template for resource management

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! RESOURCE_ENABLE_LOGIC |= > (OUTPUT_PORT= = 0 ) ) ;

Algorithm 5 Assertion Generation for Resource Management

Input: Design 𝐷 , EnableLogic 𝑒𝑛, OutputPort 𝑜𝑝

Output: SecurityAssertions 𝐴.
1: function Find Output Port(𝐷 ,𝑒𝑛, 𝑜𝑝)

2: 𝐴← ∅
3: 𝑀 ← ExtractModules(𝐷)

4: for𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 ∈ 𝑀 do
5: if 𝑜𝑝 in𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 then
6: 𝐴← 𝐴∪ assert property (!𝑒𝑛 ↦→ 𝑜𝑝 == 0)
7: return 𝐴

Let us consider a simple SoC that consists of multiple IP cores. For the debug purposes of the SoC,

trace buffers are used. Register data during the operation is collected in the trace buffer. When to

collect data to the trace buffer is determined by the trigger logic associated with every register. The

trace dump can be analyzed during post-silicon debug. To transfer the trace details from the SoC

to the external analysing tool, JTAG port is used. Although JTAG port is designed for debugging

purposes, attackers can get access and alter the behavior of the design. Therefore, it is important to

verify that JTAG can only be activated by JTAG enable logic during debug mode and otherwise,

the JTAG output would be null. Listing 13 shows an illustrative example of using the template for

capturing resource for JTAG port. This assertion verifies that JTAG can only be activated by JTAG

enable logic during debug mode.

Listing 13. An example of using the template in Listing 12 for capturing resource management for JTAG

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! debug_enab le |= > ( JTAG = = 0 ) ) ;

9.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 5 consists of two important phases: extract modules based on static analysis of the

design and assertion generation. Therefore, the time complexity is bounded by𝑂 (𝑡𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
+ 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). The first phase is bounded by the number of lines of the code (𝑂 (𝑙)).
Assertion generation time will be bound by the number of resources in the design. This time is

negligible compared to 𝑡𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 since there will be a small number of critical resources.

Overall, the run-time of the algorithm is bounded by the design complexity (𝑂 (𝑙)). The memory

complexity is also bounded by the design complexity (𝑂 (𝑙)) to store the design since the number of

resources would be small.
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10 ASSERTION GENERATION FOR BUFFER ISSUES
Buffers are a crucial part of hardware designs and also highly susceptible to vulnerabilities as

outlined in Section 3. Figure 10 provides an overview of the automated assertion generation

procedure for buffer related vulnerabilities. This section is organized as follows. First, we propose

our assertion generation algorithm. Next, we perform complexity analysis.

Extract Modules

Parameters

Generating Assertion

Lexical Analyzing

Extract Buffer Regs

Extract Buffer
Parameters

TemplateSecurity Assertions

Design

Fig. 10. Generation of security assertions for buffer issues

10.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 6 describes the major steps involved in generating buffer-related assertions. The first

step is to extract all the buffer instances and associated parameters. Next, the security assertions

are generated utilizing templates. Listing 14 shows an example template. Note that the usage of

buffers for different use-cases can be varied due to the functional requirements. Even for the same

use-case such as cache buffers, the usage of buffers can be varied for different designs with design

specific requirements. For example, in one design, the writing to the buffer will only be allowed

when write enable flag is on and read enable flag is off. In a different design, the writing to the

buffer might rely on more parameters such as an internal ready signal even when the write enable

is on and read enable is false.

Algorithm 6 Assertion Generation for Buffer Issues

Input: Design 𝐷 .

Output:SecurityAssertions 𝐴.
1: function Generate Assertions(𝐷)

2: 𝐴← ∅
3: 𝐵𝑢𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠 ← 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝐷)
4: for 𝑏 in 𝐵𝑢𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠 do
5: 𝐴← 𝐴 ∪𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (b)
6: return 𝐴

Listing 14. Generic template for buffer issues

1 . / / I n d e x c h e c k i n g
a s s e r t p r ope r t y (WRITE_POINTER<(MAX_LIMIT)&READ_POINTER<(MAX_LIMIT ) ) ;

2 . / / En su r e no da ta w i l l be l o s s
a s s e r t p r ope r t y (WRITE_DATA_SIZE==(DATA_WIDTH) & READ_DATA_SIZE==(DATA_WIDTH ) ) ;

3 . / / S e q u e n t i a l b u f f e r a c c e s s
a s s e r t p r ope r t y (@( posedge c l k )

WRITE_ENABLE |−> ( WRITE_POINTER == $pa s t (WRITE_POINTER ) + 1 ) ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y (@( posedge c l k )

READ_ENABLE |−> ( READ_POINTER == $pa s t ( READ_POINTER ) + 1 ) ) ;

4 . / / Read and w r i t e c anno t happen a t same t ime
a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! ( READ_ENABLE && WRITE_ENABLE ) ) ;
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Let us consider a Network-on-Chip (NoC) router buffer as an illustrative example. The buffer

will hold the data until the arbitration logic lets the router to transmit data. Therefore, the simplest

implementation will store and transmit data based on the first-come-first-out (FIFO) policy. As a

result, the buffer reads and writes are sequential. Assume that the NoC router buffer used in this

example is a single port router. Listing 15 shows an illustrative example of using the template in

Listing 14 for capturing NoC-specific buffer issues.

Listing 15. An illustrative example of using Listing 14 for capturing vulnerability in a NoC router

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( wr_ptr < ( bu f f e rMaxL im i t ) & rd_p t r < ( bu f f e rMaxL im i t ) ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( wr_data . s i z e ==( da t a_wid th ) & rd_da t a . s i z e ==( da t a_wid th ) ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y (@( posedge c l k ) wr_en |− > ( wr_ptr == $pa s t ( wr_ptr ) + 1 ) ) ;

a s s e r t p r ope r t y ( ! ( rd_en && wr_en ) ) ;

10.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 6 consists of two important phases: buffer extraction and assertion generation. There-

fore, the time complexity is bounded by 𝑂 (𝑡𝐵𝑢𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝑂 (𝑡𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). The buffer
extraction time is linearly related to the design complexity (lines of codes(𝑂 (𝑙))). Since we are using
a small number of templates, the assertion generation time is linearly dependent on the number of

buffers in the design, which is also bounded by 𝑂 (𝑙). Overall, the time complexity is bounded by

𝑂 (𝑙) for large designs. The memory requirement is also bounded by the design complexity (𝑂 (𝑙))
to store the design as well as buffers.

11 EXPERIMENTS
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed framework in automated generation

of security assertions. First, we describe our experimental setup. Next, we present our assertion

generation results for six classes of vulnerabilities. Finally, we discuss the assertion validation

results.

11.1 Experimental Setup
We have explored security assertion generation for six vulnerability classes. We have utilized

Pyverilog, Icarus Verilog and Yosys APIs for the implementation of the algorithms shown in

Section 5 - 10. We have evaluated the assertion generation algorithms with respect to runtime,

memory requirements as well as scalability. In order to ensure that the generated assertions are

valid, we have performed test generation using EBMC [42] model checker and used the tests to

activate the assertions.

We have used a wide variety of vulnerability injected benchmarks from TrustHub [43]. We

have also modified golden benchmarks from OpenCores [44] by injecting diverse vulnerabilities to

demonstrate the applicability of our assertion generation framework. We ran our experiments on

Intel i7-5500U @ 3.0GHz CPU with 16GB RAM machine.

11.2 Assertion Generation Results
This section presents assertion generation results for all the six vulnerability classes. The number

of assertions generated for each benchmark with respect to a specific vulnerability class is shown

in Table 1. We did not consider all benchmarks for all types of vulnerabilities for practical reasons.

For example, we cannot evaluate buffer issues in a design without any buffers.

11.2.1 Malicious Implants. When generating security assertions using execution trace analysis,

we need to simulate the design using test vectors. As discussed in Section 5.2, the runtime of

Algorithm 1 is bounded by the simulation time during rareness analysis. Table 2 shows the rareness
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Table 1. Number of security assertions generated for different benchmarks with respect to Malicious Implants
(MI), Information Leakage (IL), Illegal States (IS), Permissions and Privileges (PP), Resource Management
(RM) and Buffer Issues (BI).

Benchmark No of
Gates

Security Assertions Validation
(Coverage)MI IL IS PP RM BI

Arbiter 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 100%

b01 45 1 2 6 1 0 0 100%

b06 50 1 4 6 1 0 0 100%

b10 121 4 3 14 1 0 0 100%

RS232-T100 136 8 4 15 1 1 0 100%

b11 401 3 2 42 3 1 0 100%

FIFO 1542 12 7 0 0 0 4 100%

PIC16F84-T400 1903 16 18 0 0 1 4 100%

b14 2157 1 4 33 5 1 0 100%

cpu8080 4441 10 6 32 2 1 48 100%

mips 13886 6 1 0 0 1 5 100%

mor1kx_cache 17020 25 9 4 1 1 10 100%

AES-T1100 40365 22 1 0 0 1 0 100%

AES-T2000 42626 19 1 0 0 1 0 100%

AES-T1300 43550 27 1 0 0 1 0 100%

AES-T500 43558 14 1 0 0 1 0 100%

threshold (𝑟 ) and the number of rare triggers (𝑛) used for each benchmark. For example, we have

considered 0.002 as the rareness threshold and trigger size of 1 for the AES benchmark. We have

evaluated different rareness thresholds with respect to three factors to decide the values in Table 2:

Trojan coverage, false positive rate, and the number of rare signals. Our primary objective is to

achieve a high Trojan coverage using a small set of assertions. These are contradictory requirements.

For example, a large rareness threshold can improve Trojan coverage. However, when the rareness

threshold is too large with respect to the design, it can lead to a large number of rare signals, which

can lead to a prohibitively large number of assertions due to the exponential number of possible

triggers based on the rare signals. As shown in Figure 20, the false positive rate also increases with

the increase of rareness threshold. As a result, we need to choose a threshold that will provide

reasonable Trojan coverage without leading to unacceptable assertion overhead or false positives.

Table 2. Rareness threshold (𝑟 ) and number of rare trigger combinations (𝑛) for malicious implants.

Arbiter b01 b06 b10 RS232 b11 FIFO PIC16F84 b14 cpu8080 mips Mor1kx AES(avg)
r 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002

n 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Fig. 11. Assertion generation time and memory requirements for malicious implants.

Figure 11 presents the assertion generation time (s) and memory (MB) requirements for malicious

implants. The left y-axis represents thememory requirements (inMB) and the right y-axis represents
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the runtime (in seconds). The x-axis indicates the benchmarks, which are sorted in the increasing

order of design complexity. As expected based on the discussion in Section 5.2, larger designs like

AES takes more time and memory than smaller designs like Arbiter. This is because the simulation

with thousands of random inputs will take significant time and memory for complex designs like

AES. As shown in Table 1, the number of generated assertions increases with the complexity of the

code. This is expected since the number of rare nodes increases with the complexity of the design.

The difference would be more drastic if we use the same rareness threshold across benchmarks.

11.2.2 Information Leakage. Figure 12 shows the assertion generation results based on Algo-

rithm 2. The assertion generation time is bounded by the tagging time and the number of variables

in a design. These two parameters increase with the design complexity in the benchmark. When

the design complexity increases, the time taken for security assertion generation also increases.
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Fig. 12. Assertion generation time and memory requirements for information leakage.

As expected, the runtime is higher for a larger design (e.g., AES) compared to a simpler design

(e.g, Arbiter). The memory requirement is also expected to increase with the increasing design size

as shown in Figure 12. Moreover, the number of assertions generated is proportional to the number

of output ports since the number of assets is typically small. For example, both Arbiter and AES

benchmarks have only one asset. Since the Arbiter benchmark has 2 output ports and AES has 1

output port, the number of assertions generated are 2 and 1, respectively, as shown in Table 1.

11.2.3 Illegal States and Transitions. Figure 13 shows the assertion generation results for Al-

gorithm 3. The runtime and memory requirements for security assertion generation is bounded

by the size of the FSMs. In most cases, larger designs lead to more complex FSMs with larger

number of states and transitions. As shown in Figure 13, the assertion generation time and memory

requirements increase with the design complexity for most of the benchmarks.
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Fig. 13. Assertion generation results for illegal state and transitions.

11.2.4 Permission and Privileges. Figure 14 shows the assertion generation results for Algorithm 4.

As expected based on the discussion in Section 8.2, the time for assertion generation is bounded by

FSM extraction time, which is linearly related to the design complexity. The assertion generation

time and memory requirements increase with the line of codes for most of the benchmarks. If

we compare runtime/memory requirements of permissions/privileges (Figure 14) versus illegal
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states/transitions (Figure 13), we can observe that the time and memory taken to generate assertions

for permission and privileges vulnerability is always less than the time taken for illegal state and

transition vulnerability. It is due to the fact that the number of valid transitions is typically less

than the number of possible invalid (illegal) transitions in an FSM.
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11.2.5 Resource Management. Figure 15 shows the assertion generation results for Algorithm 5.

The left axis shows the memory (MB) taken and the right axis shows the time taken in seconds.

The complexity of the design increases from left to right in Figure 15. As expected based on the

discussion in Section 9.2, the runtime and memory requirements for Algorithm 5 is bounded by the

design complexity. Similar to previous ones, the time and memory footprint for larger designs are

higher than smaller designs.
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11.2.6 Buffer Issues. Figure 16 shows the assertion generation results for Algorithm 6. The

runtime andmemory requirements for Algorithm 4 is bounded by the design complexity. Benchmark

FIFO is the bare-bone first-in-first-out buffer. In case of PIC16F84, mips and mor1kx, the read from

the buffer and write to the buffer is limited to at most two per single instance. Therefore, the

generated number of assertions is proportional to the number of instances. However, in the case

of cpu8080, there are more than 400 buffer accesses by 48 unique registers and nets. As a result,

the algorithm creates assertions for every unique buffer access. Hence, cpu8080 benchmark results

show higher memory usage although the design complexity is less than the mips benchmark.
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11.3 Validation of Generated Assertions
In this section, we evaluate the quality of the generated assertions from two perspectives: (i) validity

of the generated assertions, and (ii) the vulnerability coverage provided by the generated assertions.

The first one checks whether an assertion is able to detect the respective vulnerabilities injected in

the design. The second one determines whether the number of assertions generated is sufficient to

detect all the vulnerabilities. We used EBMC [42] to generate counterexamples for assertion failures.

The generated counterexamples can be used as a test case to activate the respective assertions. We

are able to successfully activate all the assertions to ensure that the generated assertions are valid

as shown in Table 1.
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We have also observed that the generated assertions are able to detect all the vulnerabilities. For

example, in case of malicious implants, we have explored the number of assertions versus trigger

size for different benchmarks, as shown in Figure 17. When the number of nodes in a trigger 𝑛

increases, the number of security assertions generated also increases. The different trajectories in

the figure are due to the fact that the number of rare nodes are different in different benchmarks.

Using the rareness threshold of 0.001, the number of rare nodes in AES-T500, AES-T1100, AES-T1300,

AES-T2000 are 10, 12, 9 and 11, respectively. As discussed in Section 5, the number of assertions

would be higher when there are more rare nodes.
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Let us now change our focus to evaluating the quality of the generated assertions in detecting

vulnerabilities. Let us assume that the attacker is going to construct triggers with less than 4 nodes

(𝑛 < 4). We used the Trojan injected AES-T500 and added more Trojan triggers with less than 4

nodes. Using Algorithm 1 security assertions are generated and embedded in the design. Then we

used random tests and directed tests to activate the Trojans and observed whether the security

assertions are capable of detecting the Trojan activation. Figure 18 presents the Trojan coverage
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with respect to number of test vectors for both directed and random tests in AES-T500. When the

number of test vectors increases, Trojan coverage also increases. As shown in the figure, we are able

to achieve 100% Trojan coverage with less number of directed tests whereas a large number of test

vectors will be required in random testing to achieve 100% Trojan coverage. The key observation is

that the generated assertions are able to detect all the injected vulnerabilities as long as the trigger

can be activated by suitable test patterns.

In case of large designs, an iterative refinement may be required. While a designer can keep on

injecting various types of vulnerabilities, any coverage hole can be analyzed to generate additional

assertions. For example, if a coverage hole indicates that certain malicious implants are not covered

by the generated assertions, a designer can make the rareness threshold larger (creates more rare

nodes) or trigger size larger that leads to a larger set of security assertions to improve the coverage.

This process continues until the coverage goal is met. We have filtered the assertions based on

a percentage of all possible combinations of triggers against the Trojan coverage. As expected,

Figure 19a shows that the Trojan coverage increases by increasing the number of assertions.

Figure 19b presents the results for varying percentage of selected assertions against the coverage

of Trojans correctly (True Positives) as well as inability to detect Trojans (True Negatives). Clearly, if
we have the budget to include all the assertions, it will provide 100% Trojan coverage. If we have

less number of assertions, the accuracy (True Positives) goes down. As expected, the summation of

the True Positives and True Negatives will be all the inserted vulnerabilities (Trojans).
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Finally, the generated assertions can lead to both true positive and false positive results. As

discussed above, a true positive result implies that an activation of an assertion implies that the

activation (presence) of a Trojan. A false positive result scenario means that an assertion is activated

even in the Trojan free golden design. For example, it is possible to have a rare node activated

during normal simulation. We have evaluated our assertion generation for malicious implants to

identify how false positive results vary with respect to the rareness threshold. Figure 20 shows the

number of activated security assertions in the y-axis whereas the x-axis represents the number

of simulations (test vectors). We increase the rareness threshold (𝑟 ) form 0.001 to 0.004 while

maintaining the trigger size (𝑛) as 1. When the rareness threshold is increased, the number of rare

nodes increases, including some of the not-so-rare nodes that may get activated during normal

simulation. For 𝑟 value with 0.001, two assertions get activated in the Trojan free design. So, these

two assertions can be considered as false positives. As expected, the number of false positives

increases when the rareness threshold is increased.

12 CONCLUSION
SoC security is critical to design trustworthy systems. Existing research efforts cover either specific

classes of vulnerabilities (e.g., hardware Trojans) or require significant changes to the specification

languages and associated design automation tools. In this paper, we proposed an automated SoC

security validation framework using security assertions. We have developed efficient algorithms

for automated generation of security assertions for six classes of security vulnerabilities. Our

experimental results demonstrated that our framework is scalable in terms of both runtime and

memory requirements for large designs. Our evaluation also highlights both the validity and

usefulness of the generated security assertions.
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